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What I like best about fostering for Colony Cats:
I like raising kittens because I feel like I’m making the world
a happier place. Everyone should have a cat and I get to be
part of making sure that happens. On top of that I get to
experience lots of different purr-sonalities in the process.
My pets at home:
Cats – Oscar (5 yo, M, white/black), Tigger (10 yo, M, brown
tabby), Toby (15 yo, M, long-haired orange tabby), Gin (6
mos, M, long-haired brown tabby)
Dog – Conner (7 yo, M, yellow Lab/Pitbull mix)
What I’d like you to know about me:
I am equal parts a cat person and a horse person. I’ve been
riding since I could walk and started taking lessons when
I was 4. Between the cats and my mom’s horses I’ll never
have any time or money to get into too much trouble. :P
Where you can find me when I’m not volunteering for
Colony Cats:
I run my own movie e-commerce company so I’m a bit of a
workaholic. Thank goodness for having the fosters around
to keep me away from my computer sometimes!
Dogs or Cats Rule?:
Cats, but I do love my pupper.
What’s your advice to a new Colony Cats volunteer?
Have a good time when you’re at the center. There are always new
cats to check out and interesting people to talk to. The regular
volunteers really make working there an enjoyable experience.

Your unique Q&A, thoughts, or favorite saying:
Spay and neuter, spay and neuter, spay and neuter, oh and did
I mention spay and neuter?! I love raising bottle babies but we
really don’t need more kittens in the world.
“Love has nothing to do with what you are expecting to get –
only with what you are expecting to give – which is everything.”
– Katharine Hepburn
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